Previous two-dimensional laboratory data (1) ridge formation.
Since laboratory beach ridges are a function of duration of wave action, t, it is necessary to understand the time-dependent characteristics of topographic change. Table 1 lists the previous two-dimensional laboratory data which provided temporally-recorded beach pro files. A result of application of the above parameters to these data is shown in Fig. 1 .
In these experiments three types of beach ridge development are recognized ( Fig. 2 ):
(1) A stable beach ridge shows a quickly-attained equilibrium profile having an advanced shoreline.
(2) An unstable beach ridge is characterized by landward movement of a heap once formed usually in front of the initial shoreline at an early stage, and by resultant shoreline reccesion. The occurrence of this type of beach ridge is controlled by the initial sub aerial topography and also by duration of wave action.
(3) No beach ridge develops, and shoreline retreat occurs.
Pig. 1 Classification of beach ridges unsolved.
III Height of Beach ridges
Savage (1959) has pointed out that the height of laboratory beach ridges had a direct relationship to wave runup mechanism, while Kemp (1963) has observed in the field that maximum beach ridge height was proportional to maximum breaker height. However, a fundamental relationship among factors affecting the height of beach ridges has not been clarified. The present paper will elucidate a laboratory relation taking wave runup into account, and extend the result to the field in order to explain Kemp's findings.
If waves break on a uniformly-sloped, fixed bottom, wave runup height, R, is given as follows (Hunt, 1959) : The data showing stable beach ridges in Table 1 and all the data in Table 2 were used here and analyzed introducing the above two parameters, i.e. Ba/Ho and Ho/Lo; Bh, defined as the height above S. W. L., was measured from a final beach profile. 11, 1975; accepted Aug., 9, 1975) 
